Research Project Public Presentation
Display Board and Protocol Book (80 points)

Display Board: (30 points)

_____ Title included, headings are used, name and school displayed, neat and organized, information placed on board in a logical order (10)

_____ Problem, hypothesis, data tables, graphs (of averages), and conclusion are displayed (10)

_____ Pictures or photos of experimental set-up are displayed (10)

These items are the minimum that should be on your board. You can include other items if you would like.

Protocol Book: (50 points) Staple these all together or put in a binder/folder if it is too much to staple.

_____ Cover page with title of project (2)

_____ Table of contents with page numbers (3)

_____ Abstract (10)

_____ Interview of an expert (5)

_____ Research Plan – including clearly stated prob/hyp (with headings) and diagrams/pictures where needed for understanding of procedure (5)

_____ Lit review with bibliography (variety of sources) and internal citations (5)

_____ Data tables and graphs (averages only on graphs) (5)

_____ Analysis of data and conclusion - supported by specific data/statistics (5)

_____ ISEF forms included/complete/signed (5)

_____ Board and Protocol Book turned in on due date. (5)

Did you remember to double space???